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Abstract

would be hard or impossible to obtain relying exclusively
on structural information.
In this paper we consider bugs as first-level entities
which can change and evolve over time. In particular we
focus on the bug life cycle, i.e., the history of a bug and
the various states it traverses. Based on the information we
recovered from a well-known bug tracking system, namely
Bugzilla1 , we present two visualization techniques aimed at
understanding bugs at two different levels of granularity:

Visualization has long been accepted as a viable means
to comprehend large amounts of information. Especially in
the context of software evolution a well-designed visualization is crucial to be able to cope with the sheer data that
needs to be analyzed. Many approaches have been investigated to visualize evolving systems, but most of them focus
on structural data and are useful to answer questions about
the structural evolution of a system.
In this paper we consider an often neglected type of information, namely the one provided by bug tracking systems, which store data about the problems that various people, from developers to end users, detected and reported.
We first briefly introduce the context by reporting on the
particularities of the present data, and then propose two
visualizations to render bugs as first-level entities.
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1. System Radiography. This visualization renders bug
information at the system level and provides indications about which parts of the system are affected by
what kind of bugs at which point in time. It is a highlevel indicator of the system health and serves as a basis for reverse engineering activities.
2. Bug Watch. This visualization provides information
about a specific bug and is helpful to understand the
various phases that it traversed. The view supports the
characterization of bugs and the identification of the
most critical ones.

Introduction

Bug tracking systems play an important role in software
development [9, 12]. They are used by developers, quality
assurance people, testers, and end users to provide feedback
on the system. This feedback can be reported as an incorrect
or anomalous situation or as a request for enhancements.
Bug tracking systems are also used in software evolution research to perform retrospective system analysis
[1,4,5,10]. In this context the analysis goal is to understand
which are the most problematic parts of the system. Bug
tracking systems provide useful information for each bug,
and include properties such as the description, the severity,
the person assigned to fix the bug, etc.
Visualization of software evolution information is not
new, and there are a number of techniques, which however
mainly focus on the structural evolution of systems. Bugs,
often considered as an unwanted “side dish” of the evolution
phenomenon, in fact represent a valuable source of information that can lead to interesting insights about a system, that

In this paper we present and discuss both visualizations,
which are complementary to established structural visualizations and other reverse engineering techniques.

Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we introduce the
bug model, with a special focus on the bug life cycle. We
explain the challenges and the constraints in the analysis
of the Mozilla bug database in Section 3. Our two techniques for visualizing and analyzing a bug database are presented in Section 4 and Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss
their benefits and shortcomings. In Section 7 we look at related work and conclude by summarizing our contributions
in Section 8.
1 See
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http://www.bugzilla.org for more information.
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Modeling Bugs
Unconfirmed

Our reference model of a bug is an abstraction of the
Bugzilla implementation. We chose Bugzilla because it is
the most used bug tracking system in the open source community and because the models of other systems, such as
Trac and Scarab2 , are simplifications of the Bugzilla model.
Bugzilla describes the following properties of a bug:

New

Reopened

the bug has to be fixed (new, assigned, reopened). We consider reopened as the most critical status, since a first attempt did not fix the bug. Unconfirmed is associated with
cyan, since it is not known yet if the reported bug is real.
The typical life cycle of a bug is the following: It is reported (either new or unconfirmed according to the privileges of the reporter), it is assigned to a developer for fixing
(assigned) and then he/she proposes a solution (resolved) or
decides that a solution is not needed (for example when the
resolution is set to duplicate or invalid or won’t fix). When
the bug is resolved, the quality assurance tests the proposed
solution and sets the bug status to one of the following: Verified, closed, reopened, unconfirmed. The bug status transition graph does not have a final state, because a bug can
always be reopened.

• The involved people, which includes the reporter of the
bug, the developer in charge to fix it (assignedTo), the
quality assurance (qa) person who will test the solution
and a list of people who are interested in being notified
of the bug fixing progress (CC).
• The condition in which the bug was detected, such as
operating system and platform.
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• The state of the bug, composed of status and resolution. The status identifies at which stage of the life cycle the bug is. The possible values are: Unconfirmed,
new, assigned, resolved, verified, closed and reopened.
The resolution indicates whether and how the problem
was solved, once the bug reaches the resolved status.
Possible values here are: Fixed, invalid, won’t fix, not
yet, remind, duplicate, and works for me.

Visualizing the Mozilla Bugs

We visualize the bug data set of Mozilla4 between
September 1998 (when Bugzilla was introduced) and April
2003. Due to its sheer size and complexity this leads to
a number of constraints on the visualization techniques. In
particular, three properties of the Mozilla bug database have
to be considered:
1. Bug number: The database contains 255’302 bug reports, therefore the visualizations have to scale.

Our model takes time into account. Every field of a bug
can be modified over time thus generating a bug activity.
The activity records which field is changed, when, by whom
and the pair of old and new values. Activities are important
because they allow us to keep track of a bug’s life cycle, i.e.,
the sequence of statuses the bug went through.
Figure 1 shows all possible bug statuses and transitions,
based on the Bugzilla model3 . Each possible status is associated with a different color. Green colors represent statuses in which the bug is considered fixed (resolved, verified, closed), while red colors represent statuses in which
3 See
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Figure 1. The Bug Status Transition Graph.

• The criticality of the bug, indicated by the fixing priority (from 1 to 5) and by its severity. The possible
severities are, in order: Blocker (application unusable),
critical, major, normal, minor, trivial (minor cosmetic
issue), enhancement (request of enhancement).

2 See

Resolved

Assigned

• The problem. Includes the unique identifier (id), the
description (short description) of the problem and its
location in the system. The location is identified by
the pair product::component, where a product contains
several components. Each bug has a list of comments
(long description) describing possible solutions.

Verified

2. Bug liveliness: On average a Mozilla bug lasts 523.2
days (time between the reporting and the last registered
activity) with an average of 10.6 activities. The visualizations should not only display individual bugs, but
also complementary information such as their activities and status histories.
3. Bug importance: Expressed with severity and priority,
bugs have different impact and importance, and the visualization technique must help to convey this distinction.

http://trac.edgewall.org and http://scarab.tigris.org
http://www.bugzilla.org/docs/2.18/html/lifecycle.html
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The System Radiography View

bug. For example, we can use the severity filter to count the
blocker and critical bugs only.
Once the matrix is created, we apply a sorting algorithm
to its rows before displaying it. The goal is, for each product, to sort its components according to the similarity of
their histories, i.e., the numbers of bugs for every time interval. Given a product p and two components c1 , c2 , corresponding to the matrix rows r1 , r2 of size n (number
of columns), the similarity between the components is defined as the Euclidian distance of the points r1 , r2 in a ndimensional space, as defined by Equation 1.

The goal of the System Radiography view is to support
the analysis of the bug database as a whole. We want to
study how the open bugs (not fixed yet) are distributed in
the system and over time.

Component 1
Product A
Component 2

y position
Component

Color
#bugs

d(r1 , r2 ) =

q
(r1 (1) − r2 (1))2 + · · · + (r1 (n) − r2 (n))2

(1)

Product B

The value of ri (j) is the number of bugs with a given
status (and after the filtering) of the ith component within
the jth time interval.
After sorting, we obtain a matrix in which the products
are alphabetically sorted and where the components within
each product are sorted according to the defined similarity. This sorting allows us to detect groups of components
which were affected by a large number of bugs in the same
time window.
Figure 3 shows our tool visualizing a System Radiography of Mozilla, from June 1999 to April 2003, where open
bugs only are considered. The time interval used is three
days, meaning that each column of the matrix represents
three days of time. The main window of the tool is divided
in a visualization part on the left, containing the actual System Radiography, and an information part on the right. This
part displays the information relative to the matrix cell under the pointer: The time interval, the product::component
pair and the list of bugs (id and short description) affecting that component during that time interval. Only the bugs
with the considered statuses and severities are listed.

x position
Time Interval
Time

Figure 2. The principles of the System Radiography visualization.

Visualization Principles. Figure 2 shows the principles
of the System Radiography visualization. The evolving system is displayed using a matrix-based representation. Each
row of the matrix represents a system component, and each
group of rows, i.e., components, represents a system product. This hierarchical decomposition of the system in Product::Component is obtained by the bug database itself, since
each bug affects a particular component of a particular product. The columns represent time from left to right. Each
column corresponds to a parametrizable interval of time.
The y position of each cell represents a Product::Component pair, while the x position represents an interval of time. The color of the cells maps the number of
bugs affecting the y component during the x time interval,
where x and y are the position of the cell. We use a gray
scale: The darker the color, the larger the number of bugs.
A bug, at any point in time (of its life), is characterized
by a status. Therefore, it does not make sense to count the
number of bugs during a time interval without considering
their statuses. For this reason, the color of the cells represents the number of bugs with a given status (or set of
statuses) during the considered time interval. This allows
us to see the distribution of the bugs in the system and over
time with respect to their status: For example “open” bugs,
i.e., bugs with new, assigned or reopened status, “solved”
bugs (resolved, verified or closed), or only new or reopened
bugs, etc. Other filters can be used, one per each field of the

Visualization Interpretation. Our goal with this first visualization is to understand where and when the open bugs
are concentrated. In Figure 3 we see that Browser is the
biggest product, in terms of number of components, and the
most affected by open bugs. It has a large number of gray
rows, i.e., components affected by many bugs. We identified and annotated five system areas with the highest density
of open bugs, described in Table 1.
These areas contain system components which were affected by a large number of open bugs for a long period of
time. The average number of bugs per basic time interval
(three days) varies from 145 to 408, while the total amount
of different bugs varies from 874 to 24407. The shortest
time window is 22 months, the longest 46 months. Such
amounts and densities of bugs with such a persistency over
time are bad symptoms, which indicate that the components
3

Product::Component

Time Inteval

1

2

3
4

5
List of bugs

Figure 3. The System Radiography of Mozilla from June 1999 to April 2003. Only bugs with new,
assigned or reopened statuses are considered.

Label

Product

Components

Time interval
May ‘01-Jan ‘03

Avg no. of
bugs / 3 days
215

# of different
bugs
5570

1

Browser

2

Browser

3
4

MailNews
MailNews

5

Tech Evangelism

Bookmarks, Layout: Form Controls, Layout: Tables, Plug-ins,
XP-Apps: GUI Features, Event Handling
Browser-general, Layout, XP Toolkit/Widget, Editor Core,
Networking, XP Apps, OJI
Networking IMAP, Account Manager
Address Book, Composition, Mail Back End, Mail Window
Front End
Europe West, US General

Jun ‘99-Apr ‘03

291

24407

May ‘01-Mar ‘03
Aug ‘99-Apr ‘03

145
408

874
9421

Oct ‘00-Apr ‘03

250

1871

Table 1. The properties of the five highlighted areas in Figure 3.
are badly designed or implemented and thus they should be
reengineered to decrease the number of introduced bugs.

cated. To do so, we generate a second System Radiography
by selecting the bugs with the blocker or critical severity.
In the obtained visualization, not shown for lack of space,
we detect an area similar to the ones highlighted in Figure 3. That area contains the components Browser-General
and OJI from March 2002 to April 2003. The average number of bugs per three days is 54 with a total of 256 different
bugs. The two components are present also in area 2 in
Figure 3. They are the most critical components in terms
of being affected by bugs, and thus should be analyzed in
detail.

The same bug can be present in different cells of the
same row. For example, if a bug was in the assigned status for 9 days, and the time interval is three days, then the
bug is present in three cells. On the other hand, since the
product and component fields of a bug can have just one
value, the same bug cannot be present in different cells of
the same column.
Our second goal of the analysis in the large is to understand where and when the open and most severe bugs are lo4

Id, priority, severity

Description

Time

End: 10/16/2001 Beginning: 10/19/1999
12/21/1999

8/6/2001

1/31/2000
2/6/2000

6/22/2001

Status
Layer

3/12/2001
6/5/2000

3/2/2001

7/3/2000
7/8/2000

Activity
Layer
Severity/Priority
Layer

8/31/2000
11/15/2000
10/24/2000

9/21/2000

Activity History

Status History

Figure 4. A Bug Watch Figure visualizing Bug 5119 of Mozilla between Oct 19 1999 and Oct 16 2001.
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The Bug Watch View

1. The Status layer represents the bug life cycle. Each
status the bug passed through is visualized as a sector,
using the same color schema as in Figure 1. The position and the size of each sector map the initial timestamp and the duration of the corresponding status.

With the System Radiography view we obtained a big
picture of the system from the bug perspective and we detected the critical components. The purpose of the Bug
Watch view is to ease the analysis of single bugs. Our goals
are to characterize the bugs affecting a given set of components during a given time interval and to detect the most
critical bugs. Our underlying assumption is that the criticality of a bug does not depend only on its severity and priority,
but also on its life cycle. For example, a bug reopened several times indicates a deeper problem than expected.
For this type of analysis we need a visualization which
fulfills the following requirements:

2. The Activity layer visualizes modifications of any bug
property. Each activity is represented as a black bar
and positioned according to when the modification
happened. An activity is an event and therefore its visual representation has a fixed size. Wider bars denote
several activities in the same time interval.
3. The Severity/Priority layer depicts information about
the severity and the priority of a bug. Dark colors denote high priority and blocker or critical severity, while
bright colors denote low priority and minor, trivial or
enhancement severity.

• Considering time. The visualization has to be timebased in order to show the life cycle history of a bug.
• Considering severity and priority. These bug properties, in the context of a bug’s life cycle, allow us to
detect critical bugs.

We can map different bug metrics on the radius of a Bug
Watch. We usually choose the number of statuses in the
considered time interval which also corresponds to the number of sectors. This, besides facilitating the detection of
bugs with an intense life cycle, also has the benefit of making the statuses more readable: Bugs with many statuses are
represented with larger figures. Figure 5 shows an example
of this: Statuses are always readable, as long as they do not
last for a very short time.

Visualization Principles. Figure 4 shows a Bug Watch visualization of a Mozilla bug. This visualization technique
uses a watch metaphor to represent time: The initial timestamp is mapped to 00:00 on the watch, the final timestamp
is mapped to 11:59. The figure is composed of three layers:
5
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Figure 5. Bug Watches applied to the bugs affecting the Browser::Networking component of Mozilla.
The reference time interval is from November 2002 to April 2003.

One problem of the Bug Watch visualization is that it is
not possible to distinguish between different activities, since
they are all visualized in the same way. We opted against the
use of different colors for different activities because this
would make the figure too complex to interpret. A second
problem arises when there are statuses which last for short
periods of time. They are represented as narrow sectors,
which are difficult to distinguish, especially in zoomed out
views as for example in Figure 5. To overcome these issues,
we provided our tool with panels showing complementary
information about the bug in focus (see Figure 4).
Considering the high number of bugs, the question is
which bugs to visualize using the Bug Watch. The starting
point is usually the previously presented System Radiography view: We select/draw a rectangle in the System Radiography which will be converted in a set of bugs and in a
time interval. To build the set of bugs, all the matrix cells
covered by the rectangle are considered, and all the corresponding bugs are added. Depending on its height, the
rectangle can cover one or several system components. The
time interval is created by considering the first and the last
matrix columns covered by the rectangle.
The selected bugs are then visualized by means of Bug
Watches, with the same reference time interval. Figure 5
shows a Bug Watch view (without the information panels
for space reasons) applied to the rectangle annotated with

2 in Figure 3. The area covers the Networking component from November 2002 to April 2003. In the visualization shown in Figure 5, we grouped the bug watches using the following criterion: Bugs having similar life cycles
(in the considered time interval) are grouped and placed in
the same box. Bugs with a diverse life cycle form singleelement boxes. The boxes are placed in a way that similar
boxes, with respect to the similarity of the contained bugs,
stay close to each other. This grouping technique facilitates
the characterization of bugs, according to their life cycles,
and the identification of “exceptional bugs”.
Visualization Interpretation. Figure 5 shows the open
bugs affecting the Browser::Networking component of
Mozilla from November 2002 (mapped to 00:00 on the
watch) to April 2003 (mapped to 23:59). We observe 5 interesting facts, annotated in the figure:
1. It is a crucial bug in the component, since it has blocker
severity and maximum priority (dark severity/priority
layer), and it was reopened four times. The activity
layer of the figure shows that the history of the bug is
rich of activities. The details of these activities, given
in the information panels, tell us that the developer in
charge of fixing the bug changed six times and that
many people are interested in the bug, since many e6

mail addresses were added to the CC. The bug id is
31174 and the problem is related to SSL channels and
proxies, as stated in the short description.

Bugzilla are still based on the bug and life cycle models
used in this paper and a validation with recent data is required. We propose a general technique based on a single
data set. To prove that the approach is general we need to
apply it to other case studies.

2. All these bugs are hard to fix, since they were reopened
at least one time (and at most three). They have various
levels of severity and priority, but only one of them
(marked also as 4) has a critical severity.
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The approach presented in this paper is a follow up of
our previous work in which we showed how to extract and
integrate versioning data from CVS and bug reporting data
from Bugzilla into a Release History Database (RHDB) [6].
The data is used to analyze the evolution of software systems such as presented by D’Ambros et al. in [4] and by
Pinzger et al. in [11]. These approaches focused on providing visualizations for CVS, Bugzilla, and source code data
whereas in this paper we take into account the bug report
details and in particular their life cycles.
Fischer and Gall used CVS and Bugzilla data to depict
the evolution of features [5]. They use graph-based visualizations to project bug report dependence onto featureconnected files and the project directory structure. Dependencies occur through source files that were modified to fix
a particular bug. The two different views allow the spectator to uncover hidden dependencies between features and
shortcomings in the design.
Some open source projects, e.g., KDE5 customized
Bugzilla to create bug statistics and charts. These statistics basically consists in database queries to detect recently
reported bugs, the most voted ones, the products with most
bugs etc. The main difference with our visualization is that
we provide a big picture of the system with the entire history
and a detailed view, both interactive. This allows the user to
detect interesting areas and to inspect the details on-the-fly.
Similar to our approach Halverson et al. presented a
number of visualizations [7] to support the coordination of
work in software development, namely the Work Item History and the Social Health Overview. The Work Item History shows status changes of bug reports and makes problematic patterns such as resolve/reopened visible. The Social Health Overview provides an interactive overview of
bug reports with drill down capabilities. Whereas they focus on analyzing team coordination we focus on analyzing
the evolution of software systems.
Mozilla has been addressed in a number of case studies
such as by Mockus et al. [9]. They used data from CVS
and Bugzilla focusing on the overall team and development
process such as code contribution, problem reporting, code
ownership, and code quality including defect density in final
programs, and problem resolution capacity as well.
The knowledge stored in bug repositories has been used
by researchers to aid in bug triaging. For instance, in [2]

3. These bugs have an unusual life cycle: They pass from
a resolved or verified status to an unconfirmed or new
status, without being reopened. By reading the activity
details, we discovered that this behavior is associated
with a change of person in charge (assignedTo) and
often with a change of quality assurance person (qa).
4. All these bugs have the maximum level of priority and
severity (critical or blocker).
5. This bug has a life cycle composed of one status only,
but its history is full of activities. All these activities are an addition of a CC, meaning that increasingly
more people are interested in that bug.
All the other bugs have a “normal” life cycle for notyet-fixed bugs, following for example the transitions unconfirmed → new or new → assigned. None of these bugs has
both maximum priority and blocker or critical severity.
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Related Work

Discussion

The proposed visualizations support the analysis of a bug
database at two different but complementary levels of granularity. This has two main benefits: (1) The technique scales
up to the size of Mozilla, i.e., 250’000 bugs and 2’700’000
activities, and (2) it is possible to visualize and inspect any
individual bug together with its history.
The interaction capabilities the tool offers, allows the
user to “jump” from the large scale System Radiography to
a detailed Bug Watch view, which visualizes a selected part
of the system or even only one bug. The tool allows also
to customize the views by applying filters to bug properties
such as priority and severity.
Another advantage of the approach is that both visualizations include the time dimension. In particular the Bug
Watch view has the time embedded in each figure. This
allows any type of layout and grouping, without loosing
or modifying time-based properties of bugs (e.g., life cycle and activities). The last benefit comes from the sorting
and grouping techniques used in both views, which ease the
detection of critical areas of the system and the characterization of bugs.
Concerning shortcomings, the data set we used to experiment with our visualizations is limited, since it does not
contain recent data (up to April 2003). Recent versions of

5 See
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Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed an approach to support the analysis of a bug database, by means of two visualizations: The System Radiography and the Bug Watch
views. The System Radiography is aimed at studying the
bug database in the large: The visualization is helpful to
understand how the bugs are distributed in the system products and components and over time. It also highlights the
critical parts of the system, e.g., the components affected by
most of the bugs. The Bug Watch view supports the analysis
of the bugs affecting a limited part of the system, e.g., one
or few components. The visualization facilitates the characterization of bugs and the identification of critical bugs.
The main contributions of the paper are:
1. Introducing the concept of a Bug’s Life, i.e., bugs
are considered as evolving entities which change over
time. Studying the history and, in particular, the life
cycle of bugs permits an accurate characterization.
2. Using the watch metaphor, and introducing the corresponding Bug Watch figure, to visualize and analyze
the life cycle of bugs.
3. Introducing a new criterion for bug criticality. Besides
the severity and priority we also consider the life cycle. The underlying assumption is that bugs reopened
several times are more critical.
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